VISION
To enhance Pioneer Charter School’s role as an incubator for student and teacher learning by creating a dynamic outdoor space that is inspirational to students, faculty, staff, parents, and the greater community.

GOALS
1. Provide and environment for dynamic outdoor explorations where children discover their place in the world and the universe beyond.
2. Create a defensible and creative gathering place that builds a sense of pride and ownership for the school and community.
3. Create a playground that is utilized year-round and encourages team play between students.

ORDERING SYSTEM

SPATIAL DIAGRAM

PROGRAM LIST
Traditional Play Equipment: a. ECE play area - 875 square feet
Traditional Play Equipment: b. Primary play area - 1050 square feet
Traditional Play Equipment: c. Intermediate play area - 2200 square feet
Hard Surface Play: a. Four Square (2)
Hard Surface Play: b. Tetherball (3)
Hard Surface Play: c. Basketball (2 full courts)
Assembly Area

Shade Pavilion/Plaza - 1000 square feet
Soccer Field - 150 x 70 feet
Crusher Flies Running Track - 6’ wide
Community Garden - 45’ x 45’
Grasslands Ecology Garden - varying size
Adventure/Educational Area - TBD
Entrance Gateway
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Curriculum Elements
1. A horizontal geologic map of Colorado painted on the asphalt that will house fellow circulation paths through the central playground. Also geologic time is depicted on seatwall with 12 geologic eras named. A horizontal map of Colorado will be depicted, showing the different ecoregions using different colors.
2. Using boulders, textures, and endemics, abstract representations of the forces that shape the earth's surface (water, wind, tectonics).
3. Compass rose will be painted on asphalt and will relate to Colorado map.
4. Imprint fossils into concrete/aspalt and associate what era